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ABSTRACT
The need for faculty development, approaches to

faculty development, and 16 postulates fo;.: a successful faculty
development program are examined, based on a survey or literature of
the 1970s. Among the reasons faculty development is neeaea are the
following: decreased faculty mobility caused by declinihg university
enrollments, financial problems that require more etricint use of
existing faculty, and tie lack of awareness of the variety and
sophistication of instructional methods available for claroom use.
Approaches to faculty development range,from the independea review
by faculty member:; of their own courses and methoas and atte.?ts to
make changes tc emphasize th, systematic design and implemenzaion of
instruction. Other approaches include the political approach, the
educational research approach, and the interinstitutional approach.
Assertiveness training workshops and growtn contracts are methods by
which faculty members can become involved in their own development.
Postulates for a successful program include the following: provide an
acceptable rationale for why the faculty development program is
needed, involve the faculty in planning, balance institutional
priorities and individual needs, make participation voluntary,
include part-time faculty, reward participation, publicize the
program adequately, evaluate the results, and provide adequate
funding. A bibliography is included. (SW)
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Faculty development: a survey of literature of the '70s
Barbara Stordahl

Prior to the 1970s faculty development was of little concern to either
college and university faculties or to their administrations. On most
campuses development was limited to such things as orientation of
new faculty. sabbatical leaves, visiting professorships, and, perhaps.
reductions of class loads. A survey of literature in that period would
have turned up a limited number of articles on the topic. Times have
changed, however, and in the last ten years faculty development has
become the focus of a growing number of research proposals,
projects, articles, and books.

Definitions of faculty development
Francis (1975) defines faculty development as,

an institutional process which seeks to modify the attitude!. skills. and
behavior O facuitv members 10Natd greater r:0171petem:e and etter-
"aveness 111 I rleelfflq student nerds their own needs and the needs of
the institution tp 720)

Gaff (1976) lists a number of expectations people have for faculty de-
velopment. For example, some believe that stimulating and furthering
the growth of faculty members is what faculty development should be
abou'. Others see it as a means to improve the education of students
or to strengthen the institution, preserve high standards, and promote
the advancement of knowledge. Some hope for the development of
new roles for faculty members in innovative settings. Many emphasize
classroom techniques and skills (Davis 1979; Ferren and White 1977;
Goldman 1978; Marty 1976; Mullally and Duffy 1978; Wergin, Mason,
and Munson 1976).

The phrase faculty deyelopthent has some unfortunate connota-
tions, however. Some see it as anti-professional; some even see it as
anti-intellectual. Just as no people want lo be colonized, neither do
faculties like to be "developea." Gerth (1973) has suggested that
faculty support or faculty growth would be better terms because fac-
ulty members would view the terms and perhaps. then, the proc-ams
as supportive rather than as controlling.

Need for development
Whatever the definition, whatever the expectation. the general con-
sensus is that colleges and universities need faculty development.
They need it for a number of reasons: (1) There has been a decrease
in faculty mobility caused by declining enrollments in colleges and uni-
versities. With less turnover and less new blood, colleges no longer
can depend on new staff to help keep them vital (Centra 1978a). (2)
Financial stringencies in colleges and universities are generating
pressures for more efficient use of existing faculty (Kramer 1979). (3)
Faculty members are not able to use nor are they often aware of the
variety and sophistication of instructional methods that are available
for classroom use. (Kosma. Belle, and Williams 1978). (4) Increasing
heterogeneity of the college student population has increased the
pressure on faculty to be more flexible and more productive. (5) There
has been a general disenchantmentexpressed by students, par-
ents, and legislatorswith the quality of the educational product
(Centra 1978a). Demands are becoming more and more strident for
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accountability (Wergin. Mason. and Munson 1976; Smith and Ovard
1979). (6) Currently faculty members are isolated because of the
competitiveness of research and publishing plus the solitary process
of teaching. At the same time they face rapid change and have no
means of dealing with that change in concert with others.

Approaches to faculty development
In an attempt to meet these pressing needs. more than 50 percent of
the accredited two- and four-year colleges and universities in the
United States have established programs or practices for faculty re-
newal and the improvement of instruction (Jabker and Halinski 1978).
Probably no two programs and projects are just alike.

They range in complexity from the totally independent, individual-
ist: approach in which faculty members review their own courses and
their owr. methods and attempt to make changes (Gaff 1978b) to a
theoretical model described by Webb and Smith (1976-77) that em-
phasizes the systematic design and implementation of instruction, the
point of interaction between the learner and the curriculum.

Somewhere between these two approaches are a iariety of oth-
ers including the political approach, the educational research ap-
proach. and the organic mode employed by PIPIT (Project on Institu-
tional Renewal Through Improvement of Teaching), all described by
Gaff (1978b): the interinstitutional approach written about by Linden
(1976-77); and the scholarship anti personal rrawth models of Webb
and Smith (1976-77).

Of all the approaches, the inquiry method of faculty development
seems to have the most promise. Inquiry programs do not stress di-
rectly the acquisition of particular kinds of knowledge, but rather,
stress ssill in discovering and then articulating personal dissatisfac-
tion with one's effectiveness in the classroom. Once faculty members
learn to recognize discrepancies between their intentions and their
practices. they then can determine for themselves what they need to
learn and, ultimately, how much to learn (Connell, Alberti, and
Piotrowski 1976-77).

Each of the various models or approaches to faculty development
can embrace any number of individual components. One type men-
tioned rep,tatedly in the literature was the personal development /
personal involvement component. Authors seemed to agree that the
problems faculty members have in their personal lives have a direct
bearirg on their effectiveness as professors and personal involve-
ment by faculty members provides motivation as well as assurance
that individual needs will be met. Program components aimed at per-
sonal involvement and development include workshops on assertive-
ness training and anxiety reduction (Slice 1976-77), "process
facilitators" who act as catalysts and guides in generating informa-
tion about needed changes and possible solutions (Lindquist 1978),
and faculty interviews that stimulate faculty to reflect on their own de-
velopment and institutional situation (Freedman 1973).

Growth contracts provide another method by which faculty mem-
bers can become involved intheir own development. A contract is de-
veloped by a professor, usually with the assistance of a consultant,.
that specifies the personal and professional goals that the faculty
member has set for himself or herself, the methods to be used for
achievement, and the schedule to be followed. Centra (1977a) writes
that a majority of respondents in a national survey consider growth
contracts effective because they build on strengths and eliminate the
weaknesses of faculty members on an individual basis and are less
threatening than formal ratings by colleagues or administrators.

Some types of peer observation, however, have been success-
fully integrated into faculty development programs (Bell, Dobson, and
Gram 1977). They include: (1) triads or three-member teams working
together to assess members' teaching performance (Redditt and
Hamilton 1978; Sweeney and Grasha 1979), (2) faculty diagnostic
teams (Bergquist and Phillips 1975b), (3) master teachers, who can
evaluate teaching and demonstrate new and perhaps more effective
methods. and (4) faculty exchanges (Centra 1977a).

Although the assumption is that faculty development will benefit
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students, some development programs involve students in a more di-
rect way. In some cases students have been polled to discover their
preferences for various teaching methods and the effectiveness of at-
tempted changes (Gaff 1978a). Questionnaires such as the Teaching
Analysis By Students (TABS) form have been distributed to students
to help identify teaching strengths and problems among professors
and to measure perceptions of qualitative changes in teaching per-
formance (Erickson and Erickson 1979). Some institutions have in-
cluded students in planning teams that work to improve teaching and
learning campuswide (Gaff 1978a).

Academic advising is another possible component of a faculty de-
velopment program. For example, at Otterbein a cadre of students
was recruited and trained to take care of the routine types of aca-
demic advising. This "peer advising" was supplemented by faculty

.advising on more complex problems of long-range academic or ca-
reer planning (Redditt and Hamilton 1978). Kramer (1979) proposed a
unique approach to academic advising that would give faculty mem-
bers advice about the models for advising as well as give students
personal support and assistance.

Implementation
Another important aspect of faculty development is the implementa-
tion what can be done to make a program succeed. Hammons and
Wallace (1976) list, in an article titled "Sixteen Ways to Kill a College
Faculty Development Program," a number of activities that will lead a
program to failure. Rewording their points in the positive and drawing
fror.J some other sources yields 16 postulates for a successful faculty
development program.

Postulate 1: Provide an acceptable rationale for why a faculty
development program is needed. Many faculty members do not
feel they need to be developed. They see themselves as effective
teachers or at least as knowing how to be it they were just given the
necessary time, equipment. and support. For example, the response
to a questionnaire sent to the faculty of the University of Nebraska in-
dicated teachers are quite happy with their teaching performance. Of
the faculty who responded, 68 percent rated themselves in the top
quarter on teaching performance, 94 percent rated themselves as
above-average teachers. 60 percent were satisfied with the quality of
undergraduate instruction in their departments, and a mere 5 percent
were dissatisfied with their teaching most of the time. A good number
of faculty members believe that teachers are born not made, that
teaching is an art z",-:1 not a science, and that the professor's class-
room is his or her castle (Gaff 1978b). Such beliefs do not lead to pro-
fessors seeing a need for development. Assessment of teaching must
be made through student evaluations, self-evaluation. and peer evalu-
ations (Bergquist and Phillips 1975a) in order to convince teachers
that a discrepancy exists between their view and actual teaching ef-
fectiveness. Once convinced, they will be able to accept the need.

Additionally, the need for a development program must be per-
ceived as greater than the personal needs of the faculty member.
Bloom and Freedman (1973) claim that the childhood and youth of
professors predisposes them to select academic careers. The aca-
derM-: culture tends to meet basic psychological needs of these peo-
ple. and they tend to take a conservative stance rather than risk the
uncertain outcomes of innovation. If a faculty member's needs and the
proposed changes are very far apart, the change;, will be perceived
as a threat and will be resisted.

Facultymembers also are threatened by the new self-definition
required; by the substantial investments in time, energy and worry; by
fear of failure; and by not knowing what to look for as evidence of suc-
cess (Noonan 1973; Freedman and Sanford 1973).

Postulate 2: Assign responsibility and authority for planning. Be-
cause faculty development tends to lie at the periphery of the univer-
sity and is viewed as temporary and experimental; because faculty
development programs generally serve a number of different
publicsfaculty, administration, foundations, lisgislatures, and stu
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dents; and because faculty development programs must compete
with other uses for faculty time (Wergin 1977). it is essential that the
responsibility and authority for planning he designated. Without that
assignment the planning is not likely to get done, and without planning
no program will attract either funds or participants.

Postulate 3: Involve the faculty in planning. Lindquist (1978) be-
lieves that humans are, or can be helped to be. problem solvers; that
real changes in human knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors are not
likely unless they are "my- solutions to "my" problems in pursuit of
"my" goals. By involving faculty members in the planning and by en-
couraging them to be a part of the administration of the program, the
ownership of the program rests with the faculty (Redditt and Hamilton
1978). This type of ownership builds commitment and a sense of re-
sponsibility for and to the program.

Postulate 4: Provide sufficient flexibility. Aprogram must be di-
verse enough to meet the varied needs of professors. What troubles
one person may not trouble a colleague. Additionally, the individual
needs and ambitions of faculty membersare different at different ca
reer stages. For example, beginning faculty members are more inter-
ested in and have a greater need for scholarship development and
building their professional reputations. Economic considerations are
also important

By mid-career the intensely competitive, scholarly career may not
look so attractive as it once did, and faculty members simply may be-
gin to tire. Professors at this stage in their career are more concerned
with personal rather than professional relationships, with immediate
satisfactions. with a more concrete example of what scholarship can
do for them and for their community. In fact, at this time some faculty
memb:rs may choose to move into public service positions if the
school provides such vehicles for transition (Bess 1975).

In later years needs for development are again different. A 'acuity
membf:r may become stale, bored. the "dead wood" of the depart
ment, or may have been shunted into the background by more aggres-
sive young faculty members. He or she will need encouragement to
update and reengage or perhaps move out through an early retir.?
ment system (Patton 1978; Baratz 1978).

Postulate 5: Balance institutional priorities and individual needs.
Just as a program cannot consider only the needs of individuals with
out concern for the effect on the institution, neither can a program
meet only the needs of the college or university without regard for
those people who make tip the faculty. Both are interdependent, both
need development.

Postulate 6: Make participation voluntary. Several authors have
pointed to the voluntary nature of their programs as one of the keys to
success (Hoyt and Howard 1978; Davis 1979; Nyquist 1978; Ferren
and White 1977). Knowles, a theorist in adult education. advances
two premises relevant to the need for voluntary programs. The first is
that men and women become mor., mature as they grow older, and,
as they do so, become more secure and self-directing. The second
premise is, it they are placed in a situation that threatens that self-di-
recting process, they will become resistant and resentful. Adults learn
because they need to learn, not because someone tells them they
should.

Postulate 7: Administrative staff should support and participate
in developmental activities. They can do this by attending work-
shops, seminars, and team meetings; by making secretarial help
available; by disseminating information about teaching and develop-
ment; and by providing adequate funding for development programs
(Redditt and Hamilton 1978).

Postulate 8: Include part-time faculty. Faculty members, both full-
and part-time, are the most important educational resource of a col-
lege or university. Just as material resources must be given special
care and attention to retain or enhance their value, so must the tal-
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ents. interests, and skills of the entire faculty be systematically cult!
vated (Eble 197 t)

Postulate 9: Reward participation. Many believe that teaching is its
own reward and point to various job satisfaction studies in which fac
ulty members indicate that their relationship with students is a major
source Of satisfaction There are some teaching awards such as the
Harvison Distinguished Teaching Award program of the Dam irth
Foundation and numerous local college and university awards for
teaching Other rewards. financial and i.ontinancial. include recogni-
tion. leadership positions, promotions (Redditt and Hamilton 1978).
pay increases. released time. opportunities to visit other colleges.
and funds to attend conferences and workshops Jabker and Halinski
(1978) conducted a study at Illinois State University on the benefits
and rewards accrued by faculty members who participated in an in
structional development program Their findings supported the hv
pothesis that the success of instructional development programs is
contingent on an effective reward system. Consequently, they con
cluded that.

Postulate 10: Exercise common sense in scheduling devc lop-
ment prc.s.nrams and provide continuity in the program. Class
room preparation, teaching. committee work, advising, iesearch. and
writing ati claim time from the faculty member If a development pro
gram is going to receive a share of those precious hours, it must be
scheduled sensibl,

In addition to a sensible schedule, a development program needs
continuity It should begin in graduate schools where, ideally. as much
attention is given to the development of teachers as to the develop-
ment of scholars At present. graduate training rarely includes prep-
aration for teaching roles. "In fact. it has been said that professors
get jobs by demonstrating they they have been taught, not that they
can teach" (Gaff 1978b) From a solid foundation in graduate school,
development should continue with an orientation program for new fac-
ulty, a special program for beginning teachers that would include re
duced work loads and varied experiences. tcYan ongoing program for
all career levels of faculty members (Eble 1971)

Postulate 11: Consider the instructional techniques to be used
in the program. Once faculty members have seen a need for devel
opment and have volunteered to do sur. iething about meeting that
need, they have to know how to go about ite That requires a center of
some sort to provide leas, models. encouragement, and interested,
but detached, professional service (Stice 1976-77).

Postulate 12: Mix internal and external resources. External re-
sources can provide the incentive to get a program off the ground and
the expertise for various technical aspects, but no school should rely
totally on outsiders. If the program is going to work, it must be owned
by the participants, which means that internal resources must play an
important part.

Postulate 13: Publicize the program adequately. In order to in-
volve the faculty in a program of development, they must be informed
about the program's goals and methods, who is eligible to partici-
pate, how one goes about participating, where one goes to obtain
materials or assistance, and what the rewards are for participation.
This information can be disseminated through office memos, depart-
ment meetings, school newspapers, bulletin board announcements,
and direct mailings.

Postulate 14: Evaluate the results. There is relatively little intorma-
tion concerning the effectiveness of faculty development programs at

the present time (Mayo 1979). the irterature is extremely sparse and
the studies reported uncommonly simpusbc (Hoyt and Howard 1978)
As a consequence, it is particularly important for development pro-
grams to include an evaluation component One widely used model for
ivaluation that might be helpful is. CIPP (Context-Input-Process .Prod

uct) developed by Stuttlebeam and ,:olleagues In their model, con-
text determines program objectives It consists of -consumer" cote
nil. "competitor" criteria. and environmental factors The input
includes alternative plans and strategies. the process monitors imple-
mentation, and the product measures and interprets both short- and
iong term effects (Wergin 1977)

A number of other evaluation techniques could be and have been
applied to faculty development programs One is the experimental de-
sign method. a technique that lays out treatment and control in order
to determine outcome Such an approach can be used for examining
small portions of a program. but is not particularly useful for "whole
cloth" examination A quasi experimental design is another method
that imposes some controls by using .1 time series or nonequivalent
control group The case study method has been used a great deal in
writing about and evaluating faculty development (Bell, Dobson, and
Gram 1977. Sweeney and Grasha 1979. Smoot 1978, Wergin, Mason,
and Munson 1976, Birnbaum 1975. Kissinger 1979; Blake and Saufley
1976) The case study gives an in-depth examination of what hap
penes and what the. outcomes appear to be and sometimes suggests
topics that need closer observation The analysis describes certain
effects assumed to be caused by one or more factors in the program.
and the evaluation process then involves searching for those causa-
tive factors ( Wergin 1977).

Wergin has listed several other evaluation techniques that are
v.seful alone or in combination with other methods already discussed.
The first is the self-evaluation portfolio, which is a collection of
riv.iords and materials thn: broadly represent the program. Sonic be-
lieve this is not an objective approach to evaluation Goal-free evalua-
tion 14 another method In this type of evaluation an outside group
comes in to evaluate all Outcomes without knowing the goals of the
program Finally, in the judicial evaluation, testimony is given in an
open forum or hearing and a decision is reached on the value of the
program by a panel composed of a cross section of the university
community (Wergin 1977) But whatever type of evaluation technique
-s chosen, it should hi the set'ing and situation Change is a subtle
and complex process and is not encouraged by insensitive"or arbii
tr'ary application of evaluation techniques. Evaluation is important, but
it must be done with care (Bergquist and Phillips 1975b).

Postulate 15: Provide adequate funding. "It is an odd paradox that
colleges that readily budget funds for the maintenance and repair of
things (buildings, computers, typewriters) are unwilling to budget a
similar amount for the maintenance of people" (Hammons and Wal-
lace 1976, pi 20) An institution should set aside a certain percentage
of its budget each year for faculty development.

Postulate 16: Provide critical nonmonetary support for the pro-
gram. Hammons and Wallace (1976) suggest adoption of a formal
board policy advocating faculty development, the president or dean
taking time out to participate personally in various aspects of the pro-
gram, and or space in the president's annual report summarizing the
college's faculty development program and its results.

This list is by no means exhaustive, but it does offer some sound
guidelines for an institution wishing to join the growing ranks of those
having faculty development programs. Institutions that have unsuc-
cessfully tried such programs may find comfort in learning that others
have encountered similar setbacks and may use this collective expe-
rience to reorganize their efforts

Conclusions
Evidenced by the increasing volume of published information on the
subject, far, ulty development was an important topic in the '70s and is
likely to be every bit as important, if not more'so, in the '80s.
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The problems of budget, changing enrollments, demands for ac-
countability. and needs of faculty members for more fulfilling personal
and professional lives still remain. The literature has proposed some
methods for approaching problems, some specific components of
programs, and some ideas for making faculty development work. But
what is clear turn allihis is that there is no panacea, no cure-all for
the ills of the college and university instructional staff and program.
Rather, each institution and each individual has to look at "my" prob
terns, set "my" goals, and reach "my" solutions.
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